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TORONTO - Councillors will have to decide whether to tear down the eastern end of the Gardiner Expressway or to knock

down the advice from city staff recommending the move.

A staff report released Tuesday recommended removing the elevated highway east of Jarvis St. The public works

committee will debate the recommendation next week before it goes on to city council for what is expected to be a heated

debate.

Public Works chairman Denzil Minnan-Wong balked at the staff advice.

“The report recommendation is to add to gridlock and congestion, increasing travel times by a third by 2031,”

Minnan-Wong said.

He argued the results could be worse if the 25% of drivers don’t stop using the Gardiner after the change as the study

assumes.

“Removing will add to congestion and gridlock and the solution they are proposing is awful,” Minnan-Wong said. “They

are proposing an eight-lane road that they’re going to gussy up with bushes, trees, shrubs and flowers — that’s like putting

lipstick on a pig.”

The staff report argues the remove option “best meets the transportation and infrastructure, urban design, economics and

environment objectives of the EA study.”

The EA had looked at four options: Maintaining the Gardiner, improving the Gardiner, replacing it with a new structure,

or removing it and upgrading Lake Shore Blvd.

Staff state that removing the elevated expressway east of Jarvis St. at a cost of $417 million is the cheapest of the four

options.

The removal option includes a plan to widen Lake Shore Blvd. by two lanes, turning it into an “eight-lane landscaped

at-grade boulevard” and freeing up around four hectares of public land worth $80 million to $90 million for development.

Staff argue the removal option is the “highest compatibility with Official Plan and Central Waterfront Secondary Plan

principles and objectives as well as approved plans, such as the Don Mouth Naturalization and Flood Protection EA,

Lower Don Lands Framework Plan, Keating Channel Precinct Plan and the Port Lands Acceleration Initiative.”

While Waterfront Toronto has already endorsed the removal option, Mayor Rob Ford has vowed to oppose any move to

tear down the Gardiner.

If approved by council, staff would report back in 2015 with the preferred design for the removal option.
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